
FACUNDO PIRIZ
CENTRAL MIDFIELDER



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

PÍRIZ GONZÁLEZ
FACUNDO JULIÁN

27/03/1990

CENTRAL MIDFIELDER
1.89CM

URUGUAYAN
PLAZA COLONIA

79KG
RIGHT FOOTED
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STATS IN URUGUAY
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a player with a great tactical
understanding to occupy space on the
field. He understands how to position
himself to make the following actions: relay
the fullbacks and midfielders, take care of
second balls after defensive clearances (as
well as win them) and avoid through the
line passes.

He is smart to anticipate. He positions his
body well to win defensive 1v1 duels when
being near the ball or anticipating. Once
he wins it back, he immediately tries to
pass it to closest teammate. It helps when
the other team is pressing up. He is also
able to make breaking-line passes after
anticipating.

Due to his position (central midfielder), he
is an active player in the first zone. He
shows up to associate in order to make
that first pass when building-up. He drops
back to become a passing option. When
the ball is gotten by his fullback, he tries to
support and generate numerical
superiority. He does not take many risks
and just plays easy.

Tactical positioning Anticipations Build-up phase



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Defensively, he is very complete. He is
aggressive to regain the possession.
This is positive since he knows how to
control his strength and avoids making
unnecessary fouls. He does not receive
many bookings so often.

He is really versatile to distribute play.
He stands up in different zones of the
field to generate numerical 2v1
superiority. Once he receives it, he
seeks to pass one-two touches, which
makes the game fluid. He can perform
both at his own and rival's half.

Marking agressivenss Distribution of play

He is tall enough for his position (1.89
cm). It is important to have a player
that tall in the midfield. He is a key
footballer to win aerial duels either
near or far away from his zone. He
helps with set pieces.

Aerial play



Social Media
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https://www.instagram.com/jrbenguche25/

